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 Looking back at the previous 5-10 years, to get around the city, your best mode of 

transportation is either to drive your own vehicle or to use a cab. As the urban population keeps 

increasing, urban space keeps getting denser, and traffic keeps getting worse. Using your own 

vehicle is difficult when it comes to finding a parking spot. Calling a cab is costly and 

inconvenient. Recently, however, a new service has come about to replace the taxi industry 

entirely. Back in 2009, recognizing the terrible traffic situation in San Francisco, 2 entrepreneurs 

named Garrett Camp and Travis Kalanick started a transportation network company titled Uber. 

Ever since then, Uber has grown to become a dominant force in the transportation industry and 

in the startup world, and is now capped at $50 billion market value.1 One of the reasons for its 

explosive growth is that its products (the mobile app, the drivers and the vehicles) are very 

accessible and easy to use, which subsequently leads to a huge consumer base. For most people, 

Uber is synonymous with convenience and speed. For me, Uber epitomizes disruption. 

Acknowledging the problem with the taxi system, the founders of Uber quickly utilized the most 

advanced technology and built a team of smarts to come up with a solution to tackle it. As a 

strong advocate for tech revolution, I am fascinated in the story of how Uber grows.  

In my Context of Invention paper, I explored how Uber was founded - with a mission to 

reform our society, as well as how it has to cope with challenges from the government 

regulation, the customer demands, and the global economy. In this Context of Dissemination 

paper, I will examine closely the Uber Smartphone App (available for iPhone and Android 

users) – to see how the app is distributed and institutionalized; and what changes are made to the 

app while in the process of being distributed and institutionalized. More specifically, I will 

approach this goal from 3 angles: (1) Investigate how Uber market and spread awareness of its 

mobile app; (2) Investigate the changes/additions made to the app once it reaches the Uber 
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drivers, who are not only Uber partners but also are charged with marketing it; and (3) 

Investigate how the app is institutionalized (mentions in the news, ranking in app stores, 

accepted as the epitome of the sharing economy). Lastly, I will make the connection between the 

findings and my own experience using the Uber app to illustrate the dissemination of the Uber 

product to its customer. 

If you own a smartphone, you can go to the App Store (for iPhone) or Google Play (for 

Android phone) to download the Uber app. The app icon is a black rectangle with a grey letter 

“U” in the center (short for Uber). According to the stats in the Google Play Store, the app has 

had more than 10 million downloads so far, and received a rating of 4.2/5 from more than 

320,000 users. The first screen that pops up when you open the app is a black screen with the 

word “Uber – Everyone’s Private Driver” written in left corner. This creates a sense of 

ownership for the customers the first moment they start using the app. After that, a map screen of 

your current location will show up and point out if there are any Uber cars around that location. 

To use the app, you have to go through a 5-step process: (1) Tap to set your pickup location; (2) 

Request your ride and a driver will accept; (3) Enter the address or name of your destination; (4) 

After pickup, the app shows the driver where you’re going; and (5) The app will also show you 

the route and ETA (Estimated Time Arrival). 2 Sounds complicated, isn’t it? But it is actually 

very simple in practice, because the app is very interactive, user-friendly, beautifully designed 

and almost “bug-free” (very little software errors in the process of developing the app). From my 

perspective, there are 6 major features/functions/characteristics of the app that make it stand 

out and appeal to users:3 
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• The 1st function is One Tap to Ride. How simple is that? Uber uses your phone’s GPS to 

detect your location and connects you with the nearest available driver. This means that 

you can get picked up anywhere – even if you don’t know the exact address. 

• The 2nd characteristic is reliable pickups. When you request a ride, Uber finds a driver 

and let you track their location on the map. After that, the app texts you when your ride 

arrives (if you set up an automatic text message notification). Your driver’s name and car 

details appear in the app, and you can message or call if you need to. 

• The 3rd utility is clear pricing. This is a clear advantage that Uber has in comparison to 

taxis/cabs because they do the pricing based on statistical analysis algorithms. You can 

view rates for your city in the app. You can also enter your pickup and drop-off locations 

to get a fare estimate for your trip. 

• The 4th quality is cashless & convenient. This is another super competitive advantage 

that Uber has over the outdated paying-by-cash system in most cab service. Users don’t 

need cash when riding with Uber. Once you arrive at your destination, your fare is 

automatically charged to your credit card on file – no need to tip. Uber will also email 

you a receipt. 

• The 5th thing that Uber does very well is that they value feedback. Drivers not only meet 

Uber’s standards, they also have to meet the users’ standards. After your trip, you can 

rate your experience and leave additional feedback about your driver. 

• Finally, and this is probably my favorite feature of the app thus far, is that users can split 

fare. You can invite your friends to split the fare. If your friends opt in, each person’s 

credit card will be charged equally – another magical thing about Uber’s top-notch data 

mining algorithm. This simplifies your life and your fractions while traveling in-group. 
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Uber’s incredible technology itself has already made the smartphone app a viable product 

in the market. But how the company goes about distribute and institutionalize the product is the 

main focus of this paper. As mentioned earlier in the thesis statement, I first approach this 

question by investigating how Uber market / spread awareness of the app. Uber advertises its 

mobile app in 3 major venues – YouTube videos, social media, and word-of-mouth. In its official 

YouTube channel, Uber dedicates a whole playlist called “The Uber Experience” to guide the 

customers on how to use the app.4 Some of the most helpful videos are “Learn the Uber Basics” 

(teaching users how to get a ride using the app), “Dynamic Pricing 101” (showing the surge 

pricing system that Uber incorporates in the app), and my favorite “How Uber Moves Your City 

Forward with Innovation” (having real-life examples of people using the app to get from point A 

to point B in the city). These videos show how much care and effort that Uber puts into the 

enhancing the customer experience, and how they can easily relate to their customers in a 

personal level. In the social media side, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are the most popular 

channels that Uber works on to market the mobile app. The motto/headline summary is 

consistent across these channels: “Evolving the way the world moves by seamlessly connecting 

riders to drivers.” After skimming through all the sites for about half an hour while trying to look 

for relevant posts/tweets/images on the Uber app, I came across multiple artifacts that illustrate 

the exact meaning that the motto above conveys. The Facebook page shares a lot of posts and 

relevant articles on the app mentions in major tech sites as well as videos of the app recognition, 

app development, and app partnerships.5 The Twitter page tweets multiple links from the Uber 

main sites to advertise the newest features that Uber engineers develop and test on new 

release/update of the app.6 The Instagram page has many close-up pictures of people looking at 

the app on their phone screen, riders receiving ride requests, or maps of their current locations.7 
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Overall, these artifacts provide a coherent message to show how real of an experience using the 

app it is. Finally, word-of-mouth is most definitely the best way the company gets the word out 

about its product. I only learn about Uber after hearing from a friend who recounted his 

experience using it in the city. Uber indeed has an excellent customer feedback platform, in 

which users can submit their feedback on the app right after receiving a ride (feature #5 I 

mentioned in the earlier paragraph). This allows for transparent and constructive communication 

process between the company, riders, and drivers; making the customers feel like their voices 

matter. And that’s why they are much more likely to recommend the product for their friends. 

The 2nd angle that I look at the app dissemination is to explore what changes/additions 

once it reaches the drivers. The last paragraph already addressed some of the major things 

about the app that hugely appeal to the riders, so I will not dig deep into that any longer. Instead, 

I will look into the driver experience of using the app (receiving requests, picking up riders, 

submitting reviews…). Uber drivers have a different UX design screen, with particular features 

focusing on map navigation, requested pick-up, requested music, and so on. In the same playlist 

“The Uber Experience” in its YouTube channel, the company also makes multiple videos 

teaching drivers how to use their app. This is important because the driver and rider experience, 

although different from each other, need to be in sync to ensure a correlative and smooth 

customer support process. Some of the videos that I think did a great job in showing are “How to 

be a 5-Star Driver”, “Safety”, and “Rider Music.” Uber allows a 2-way rating system in which 

drivers and riders can rate each other after a completed trip. The “How to be a 5-Star Driver” 

gives drivers some tips on how to make their riders comfortable and happy: Be On Time, Know 

Your City, Keep It Clean, Always Be Safe, and Pay Attention to Details.8 The “Safety” video 

lets drivers know about the best practices for keeping them and their riders safe all the way to the 
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final destination: having car insurance, proof of paper work, seatbelts, navigation system…9 The 

“Ride Music” video teaches drivers how to play music that riders request before or during the 

trip, a feature of the app resulting from Uber’s partnership with Spotify.10 As more and more 

people start using Spotify to listen to music, this incredible feature of the app will no doubt help 

drivers provide a 5-star experience and continue get high ratings. Overall, the changes being 

made to the app when being used by the drivers go along super well with the overall perception 

that riders have about the app. 

 Finally, I look at how the app is institutionalized into our society. Looking at some 

statistics from the app store in the most recent week, I see that the Uber mobile app consistently 

ranks #1 for the travel category and has always been in the top 30 for all categories.11 

Furthermore, it has consistently been mentioned in major tech news such as Mashable, 

TechCrunch, Wired as one of the most innovative apps in the recent years. Speaking from a 

developer’s perspective, I recognize that several features in the app (such as memorizing users’ 

favorite pickup location, recommending route navigation for drivers, or customizing language 

options in foreign city) utilize super complex machine learning algorithms that only the best and 

brightest engineers are capable of encoding. Therefore, Uber Engineering has been regarded as a 

high standard within the developer community in regards to product development.12 In the 

business world, Uber is synonymous with speed and disruption, which births the concept of the 

sharing economy. The sharing economy is a “socio-economic system built around the sharing of 

human and physical resources”, in which Uber exemplifies all of its qualities.13 The single most 

important social impact that Uber as a company and the mobile app as a product bring about is 

the revolution of the transportation industry, which getting rid of the incumbent taxi services and 

connecting people from different parts of the society via shared ride.14 Thus, I can see the reverse 
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institutionalization taking effect; in which Uber not only does not conform to the social 

convention, but in fact re-institutionalizes what we all know about public service. 

 Personally, all of my experiences using the app so far have been very satisfactory. During 

my time visiting big cities in the US like Chicago, Dallas, New York, Seattle… I can always 

access Uber drivers easily from wherever I was at, and usually has very good conversations with 

them. A great thing about Uber drivers is that most of the time, they are from local so they know 

a lot of things about the city. Thus, I can ask for advices on sightseeing, attractions, and any 

other touristy things to do. I would happily recommend this app to all of my friends who want to 

make traveling more convenient and less of a hustle. 

 In conclusion, I believe that the Uber app makers successfully master ethos, pathos, and 

logos to impact their consumers. They establish their credibility through a comprehensive 

marketing campaign at all corners of the Internet and via word-of-mouth (Ethos), they appeal to 

emotions of their users via evocative videos and testimonials of past users (Pathos), and they 

logically pull out their resources (engineering, branding, local expertise) to aim for the best 

customer experience (Logos). Again, from the 3 investigative angles looking at the app’s context 

of dissemination, I reinforced why the app proves an effective artifact that channels excitement 

and satisfaction for its consumers. 
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